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Introduction

Why are the rich rich and the poor poor?

▶ Getting ahead and succeed in life

▶ Hard work

▶ Willingness to take risks

▶ Money inherited from family

▶ Parents and the family environment

▶ Connections and knowing the right people



Intergenerational Transmission

▶ How level is the intergenerational playing field?

▶ What are the causal mechanisms that underlie the
intergenerational transmission of economic status?

▶ Can we impose public policies to make the economic success
more fair, when we understand these mechanisms?



still be the land of opportunity by some measures, but parental income and wealth
are strong predictors of the likely economic status of the next generation.

Our main objective has been to assess the extent of intergenerational
transmission and the mechanisms accounting for it. Table 3 summarizes our
best estimates of the relative importance of the main causal channels we have
been able to identify. The only entry not previously explained is the first, which
is an estimate of the correlation between parental income and child IQ multi-
plied by our estimate of the normalized effect of IQ on earnings, conditioned
on, among other things, years of schooling. The estimates for IQ, schooling and
personality in the income column are simply those in the earnings column
adjusted to take account of the effect of earnings differences on income
differences, suitably normalized as described in Bowles and Gintis (2001). Thus,
we do not take account of the way that these earnings determinants may affect
the rate of return to one’s wealth. By contrast, we assume that the race effect is
of the same magnitude in determining the returns to both human capital and
conventional wealth (if the race effect on incomes worked solely via an effect on
earnings, its contribution to the intergenerational earnings correlation would
be significantly greater).

While the estimates in Table 3 are quite imprecise, the qualitative results are
not likely to be affected by reasonable alternative methods. The results are some-
what surprising: wealth, race and schooling are important to the inheritance of
economic status, but IQ is not a major contributor, and, as we have seen above, the
genetic transmission of IQ is even less important.

A policymaker seeking to level the playing field might use these results to
design interventions that would loosen the connection between the economic
success of parents and the economic prospects of their children. But does a level
playing field entail no correlation between parental and child incomes (Swift,
forthcoming)? There are important values of family life and privacy that would be

Table 3
The Main Causal Channels of Intergenerational Status Transmission in the U.S.

Channel Earnings Income

IQ, conditioned on schooling 0.05 0.04
Schooling, conditioned on IQ 0.10 0.07
Wealth 0.12
Personality (fatalism) 0.03 0.02
Race 0.07 0.07
Total Intergenerational

Correlation Accounted For 0.25 0.32

Notes: For each channel, the entry is the correlation of parent income with the indicated predictor of
offspring income, multiplied by its normalized regression coefficient in an earnings or income equation.
The total is the intergenerational correlation resulting from these channels, in the absence of a direct
effect of parents’ status on offspring status.
Source: Calculations described in text and Bowles and Gintis (2001).
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▶ Wealth, race, and schooling are important to inheritance of
economic status

▶ IQ is not a major contributor

▶ Many things are still unclear



Some Early Work

Blau and Duncan (1967) studied the statistical relationship
between parents’ and their childcare’s economic status

▶ Only a weak connection and U.S. seems was the ”land of
opportunity”

Becker and Tomes (1986) find that

▶ the correlations between parents’ and son’s income or earnings
were averaged around 0.15

Becker (1988) ”Low earnings as well as high earnings are not
strongly transmitted from fathers to sons”



Measurement Errors

Bowles (1972), Bowles and Nelson (1974), Atkinson, Maynard and
Trinder (1983), Solon (1992, 1999)

▶ mistakes in reporting income, particularly when recall the
income of their parents

▶ transitory components in current income uncorrelated with
underlying permanent income

After corrected, the intergenerational correlations for economic
status appear to be substantial, many of them three times the
average of the U.S. studies by Becker and Tomes (1986).



Some most accepted facts

▶ Brothers’ incomes are much more similar than those of
randomly chosen males of the same race and similar age
difference

▶ the income of identical twins are much more similar than
fraternal twins or non-twin brothers

▶ the children of well-off parents obtain more and higher quality
schooling

▶ wealth inheritance makes an important contribution to the
wealth owned by the offspring of the very rich



Heterogeneous Mechanisms

▶ Genetic

▶ Cultural transmission of cognitive and non-cognitive skills

▶ the inheritance of wealth and income-enhancing group
memberships: race, health status

However, there is a black box of understanding the transmission of
economic success across generations This paper found that

▶ cognitive performance and educational attainment are
important, explaining at most 60% of the intergenerational
transmission of economic status

▶ genetic transmission of IQ appears to be relatively
unimportant



Measuring the Intergenerational Transmission of Economic
Status

Let p denote parental measures, y is an individual’s economic
status. ȳ is mean and assumed to be constant across generations

y − ȳ = βy (yp − ȳ) + εy (1)

▶ βy is the intergenerational income elasticity, ρy ,yp is
intergenerational correlation

ρy ,yp = βy
σyp
σy

(2)

▶ If inequality is constant across generation σyp = σy : ρy = βy

▶ If inequality declining σyp > σy : ρy > βy

▶ If inequality increasing σyp < σy : ρy < βy



Some Estimates of Income Elasticity

Mulligan (1997)

▶ Consumption 0.68, wealth 0.50, income 0.43, earnings (or
wages) 0.34, years of schooling 0.29

▶ persistence rises with age

▶ is greater for sons than daughters

▶ is greater when multiple years of income or earnings are
averaged

Mazumder

▶ 0.27: averaging son’s earnings over three years and father
earnings over two years

▶ 0.47: six years of the father’s earnings

▶ 0.65: 15 years are averaged



Hertz (2002)
intergenerational correlation of incomes: 0.42
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Figure 1: Intergenerational Income Transition Probabilities
The height of the surface in cell (i, j) is the probability that a person whose parents’
household income was in the ith decile will have household income in the j th decile as an
adult. The income of the children was measured when they were aged 26 or older, and was
averaged over all such years for which it was observed. The number of years of income
data ranged from 1 to 21 with an average of 9.9. Parents’ income was averaged over all
observed years in which the child lived with the parents. The number of years of income
data ranged from 1 to 18 with an average of 9.4. The simple age-adjusted correlation of
parents’ and children’s incomes in the data set represented in the figure is 0.42. Source:
From PSID data, Hertz (2002). The 10 × 10 transition matrix on which this figure is based
is available at http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/ g̃intis.
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Hertz (2002)

The paper suggests that different mechanisms may be at work at
different positions of income distributions

▶ wealth bequests may play a major role at the top of the
income distribution

▶ at the bottom: violence or other adverse health

▶ downward mobility from the top quartile to the bottom
quartile is nearly five times as large for blacks as for whites

▶ blacks born to the bottom quartile attain the top quartile at
one half the rate of whites



Sources of Persistence: Cultural, Genetic and Bequest

They try to decompose the intergenerational correlation (or
intergenerational income elasticity) into additive components
reflecting the contribution of various causal mechanisms
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2 Sources of Persistence: Cultural, Genetic and Bequest

Economic status does persist substantially across generations. We seek to uncover
the channels through which parental incomes influence offspring incomes. We
do this by decomposing the intergenerational correlation (or the intergenerational
income elasticity) into additive components reflecting the contribution of various
causal mechanisms. This will allow us to conclude, for example, that a certain frac-
tion of the intergenerational correlation is accounted for by the genetic inheritance
of IQ, or by the fact that the children of rich parents are also wealthy.

It is a remarkable fact about correlation coefficients that this can be done. More-
over, the technique we use does not require that we introduce variables in any par-
ticular order. Suppose that parents’ income (measured by its logarithm, yp) and
offspring education (s) affect offspring income (also measured by its logarithm, y).
Like any correlation coefficient, this intergenerational correlation rypy can be ex-
pressed as the sum of the normalized regression coefficients of measures of parental
income βypy and offspring education (βys) in a multiple regression predicting y, each
multiplied by the correlation between yp and the regressor (which, of course, for
parental income itself is just 1). The normalized regression coefficient is just the
change in the dependent variable, in standard deviation units, associated with a
one standard deviation change in the independent variable. The direct effect is
the normalized regression coefficient of parental income from this regression. The
education component of this decomposition of the intergenerational correlation is
called an indirect effect. Figure 2 illustrates this breakdown, which gives2

ryyp
= βypy + rypsβys.

yp

s

y

�

�
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�
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βys

Figure 2: Representing a Correlation as the Sum of Direct and Indirect Effects.

As long as the multiple regression coefficients are unbiased, the decomposition
is valid whatever the relationship among the variables. Specifically, it does not

2This decomposition can be found in Blalock (1964) and is described in the Appendix to this
paper. Goldberger (1991) describes the standard regression model with normalized (mean zero, unit
standard deviation) variables on which it is based.
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We should notice that this decomposition method cannot identify causal
effects but authors think this method would be helpful to identify the
direction for future studies to examine the causal effects.



The Role of Genetic Inheritance of Cognitive Skill

▶ Correlations of IQ between parents and offspring range from
0.42 to 0.72

▶ The effects on income:
▶ direct effect: estimates with a variety of control variables

including a cognitive test measure
▶ indirect effect: via education: childhood IQ could predict the

level of schooling obtained



The Role of Genetic Inheritance of Cognitive Skill

time alone, on time and categorical
variables measuring the age, race, and
sex of the subjects, the time trend was
very small and insignificant. A consid-
eration of all of the available evidence
would caution against the conclusion of
any trend.

An exception is for the sixteen esti-
mates using African-American respon-
dents, there is a strong upward trend in
the estimated coefficient of cognitive
performance. The trend is due to quite
low estimates for four studies between
1958 and 1964.

We investigated the sensitivity of the
results reported in figures 4–6 to a
number of possible sources of error.31

First, we tested for effects of the age at
which the test was taken and especially
whether the respondent had completed

schooling at the time. For about two-
thirds of the estimates we were able to
determine if the test was taken before or
after school completion. For these esti-
mates there is no effect of the timing of
the test on any of the four measures—
the three shown in figures 4–6 plus the
alternative normalization of the regres-
sion coefficient of the cognitive score.
Second, we investigated the importance
of the type of test used, and found that
studies using more comprehensive tests
generally performed somewhat less well
than those using more narrowly defined
tests (often components of the more
comprehensive test). However, the esti-
mated effects were not even marginally
significant (t-statistics less than unity)
except for the estimate of α, the con-
tribution of noncognitive traits to the
returns to schooling. Here, the more
comprehensive tests yielded estimates
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Figure 6. Normalized Regression Coefficient βc of Cognitive Score on the Logarithm of Income or Earnings 
by Year: 65 Estimates from 24 Studies
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31 A more complete report of these sensitivity
tests is available from Osborne.
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The Role of Genetic Inheritance of Cognitive Skill

▶ The mean of these estimates is 0.15

▶ The mean of the coefficients of years of schooling in the same
equation is 0.22

▶ Winship and Korenman (1999) show that the causal impact of
early cognitive skills (AFQT) on years of schooling is 0.53

A rough estimate of the direct and indirect effect of IQ on
earnings, b:

b = 0.15 + 0.53× 0.22 = 0.266



Questions

They have found that:

▶ The similarity of parents’ and offspring’s cognitive scores

▶ an important direct and indirect causal role for IQ on earnings

Question: do these two facts imply a major role for genetic
inheritance of cognitive ability in the transmission of
intergenerational economic status?
Let’s introduce some new terms

▶ phenotype: test score (IQ)

▶ genotype: genes influencing IQ, genotype IQ

▶ Heritability: the relationship between phenotype and genotype

(h2IQ =
σ2
g

σ2
IQ
)

For example, for a given environment, a standard deviation
difference in genotype is associated with a fraction h of a standard
deviation difference in IQ. Then h2IQ is the heritability of IQ



Estimation

Estimation of h2IQ
▶ Estimates of h2IQ are based on the degree of similarity of IQ

among twins, siblings, cousins and others

▶ most recent estimates are substantially lower, possible around
0.5 (Devlin, Daniels and Roeder, 1997; Feldman, Otto and
Christiansen 2000; Polmin 1999)

Genetic Correlation

▶ If parents are random mating: the correlation should be 0.5

▶ If couples are tend to be more similar in IQ, let m denote the
correlation of parents’ genotype: genetic correlation between
parent and offspring is (1 +m)/2



IQ is Important?

Therefore the correlation γ between parental and offspring IQ is
from

▶ Heritability of IQ

▶ genetic correlation

γ = h2IQ(1 +m)/2

The the correlation between parent and offspring income that is
attributable to genetic inheritance of IQ is γ times the normalized
effect of IQ on the income of parents b, times the similar effect for
the offspring b. That is γb2

γb2 = (h2IQ(1 +m)/2)b2 = (0.5× (1 + 0.2)/2) ∗ 0.2662 ≈ 0.02

The estimate results show that IQ is not an important enough
determinant of economic success!



Genetic and Environmental Inheritance

Other genetically transmitted traits: environmental component
Assumptions

▶ Genes and environments have additive effects i.e.,

earnings = h(genes) + β(environment) + idiosyncratic effects

▶ within-pair genetic differences (for the fraternals) are
uncorrelated with within-pair environmental differences (e.g.,
the good-looking twin does not get more loving attention)

▶ the environments affecting individual development are as
similar for members of fraternal pairs of twins as for the
identical twin pairs

▶ the earnings genotypes of the two parents are uncorrelated
(random mating)



Earnings of brothers
Denote E as the common family environment, gi is genotype for
individual i, ei is individual i’s environment, my is the correlation of
parents’ genotype, and r means correlation relationship.
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Figure 3: The Earnings of Brothers. In this diagram, gf and gm are the genotypes of father
and mother, g1 and g2 are the genotypes of brothers, E is the common environment of
brothers, e1 and e2 are the total environment of brothers, and y1 and y2 are the earnings of
brothers. Here, my is the genetic relatedness of parents based on assortative mating, and as
explained below, βg = 1/2, while h2 is the heritability of earnings. The path labeled βge

represents the tendency of genes to affect the environments (βge > 0 means that identical
twins experience more similar environments than fraternal twins).

that both genes have equal expected effect on economic success, which we do here
and throughout.6 In addition to xf , the father has another gene with value zf at this
locus, with the same mean 0 and variance 2. The corresponding value for the father
is then (xf + zf )/2, where xf and zf are uncorrelated. The corresponding value
for the mother is (xm +zm)/2, where zm is the mother’s other gene at this locus, and
xm and zm are uncorrelated. Because of assortative mating, each gene of the father
xf , zf , is correlated my with each gene of the mother xm, zm. The variance of the
parents’ genetic value at this locus is

E[(xm + zm)2/4] = E[(xf + zf )2/4] = 1,

and the covariance of father and son is

E[(xf + zf )(xf + xm)/4] = (1 + my)/2.

Therefore the correlation of father’s and son’s genetic value at this locus is the
quotient of the previous two expressions, or

rgfgi
= βge + βgemy = 1

2
+ my

2
. (7a)

The first term in this expression represents the direct path from father’s genome
to son’s, and the second is the correlation of father’s and mother’s genetic value

6The actual value of a pair of genes at a locus can be higher or lower than their average value, of
course, as when one gene is dominant or recessive.
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Estimation strategy

yi = βei + hgi + εyi
ei = βEE + βgegi + εei

yi = (ββE )E + (ββge + h)gi + ηi

▶ β and h can not be identified

▶ They try to examine β and h given different values of βge and
βE

r fre1e2 = β2
E + r frg1g2β

2
ge = β2

E + (1 +my )β
2
ge/2

r ide1e2 = β2
E + r idg1g2β

2
ge = β2

E + β2
ge

r frg1g2 = E (g1g2) = ( 12 )
2E (g2

f ) + ( 12 )
2E (g2

m) + 2( 12 )
2E (gmgf ) = (1+my )/2



column in Table 2 gives our estimates. The genetic contribution is simply h times
the correlation between parental earnings and offspring genotype, or
h2(1 	 m)/ 2. The environmental contribution, similarly, is �e times a correlation
of parents’ earnings and environment (namely 0.74) selected to yield a total
intergenerational earnings correlation of 0.4.

The estimate that genetic inheritance may account for almost one-third of the
intergenerational correlation is somewhat unexpected, in light of our negative
findings concerning the inheritance of IQ. The surprising importance of both
environment and genes point to a puzzle. If the genetic contribution is not strongly
related to IQ and if the environmental contribution is much larger than the
contribution of years of schooling, what are the mechanisms accounting for per-
sistence of income over the generations? We shall return to this puzzle, but will turn
to data other than twins studies first to show that the same puzzle arises.

Human Capital

Because schooling attainment is persistent across generations and has clear
links to skills and perhaps other traits that are rewarded in labor markets, an
account of the transmission of intergenerational status based on human capital has
strong prima facie plausibility. The data already introduced allow a calculation of
the portion of the intergenerational income correlation accounted for by the fact
that offspring of high-income parents get more schooling (measured in years). This
is the correlation of parent income and offspring schooling (about 0.45) multiplied
by the normalized regression coefficient of schooling in an earnings equation (0.22
from our meta-analysis), or 0.10. This correlation is substantial, particularly in the
light of the fact that it is restricted to the effects of years of schooling operating
independently of IQ (because our estimate of 0.22 is from earnings functions in

Table 1
Estimating the Heritability of Earnings

Assumed Correlation of Genes and Environment 0.00 0.50 0.70 0.80
Heritability of Earnings (h2) 0.50 0.29 0.19 0.13
Normalized Regression Coefficient:

Genes on Earnings (h) 0.71 0.54 0.44 0.36
Environment on Earnings (�) 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.44

Correlation of Environments:
Fraternal Twins 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
Identical Twins 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.97

Notes: The association of genes with environment is represented by the normalized regression coefficient
of genes on environment. This table assumes that parental earnings-determining genes are correlated
0.2, and the correlation of fraternal twins’ environment is 0.7. We use the correlations of income for
identical twins of 0.56 and of fraternal twins of 0.36, taken from the U.S. Twinsburg Study, and assume
that these are also the correlations of earnings.
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which the regressors include the AFQT test or a similar instrument). The full
contribution, including the effect of schooling on IQ and its effect on earnings as
well as the direct effect of schooling on earnings holding constant IQ is 0.12.

It used to be commonly assumed that once adequate measures of schooling
quality were developed, the only effects of parental economic status on offspring
earnings would operate through effects on cognitive functioning and schooling,
with the direct effect of parental status on offspring earnings vanishing. But even as
the measurement of school quality has improved over the years, the estimated
direct effect of parental incomes (or earnings) on offspring earnings has turned
out to be remarkably robust. For example, Mulligan (1999), using early 1990s data
from the (U.S.) National Longitudinal Study of Youth, first estimated the effect of
a change in the logarithm of parental earnings on offspring’s logarithm of earnings
without controlling for any other factors and then controlled for a number of
measures of school quality, as well as the AFQT and standard educational and
demographic variables. He found that between two-fifths and one-half of the gross
(unconditional) statistical relationship of parental and offspring earnings remains
even after controlling for the other factors. These results just reaffirm the black box
puzzle using entirely different data and methods: more than two-fifths of the
intergenerational transmission coefficient is unaccounted for.4

Taking account of the fact that the children of the well-to-do are much
healthier than poor children (Case, Lubotsky and Paxson, 2001) along with the fact
that poor health has substantial effects on incomes later in life (Smith, 1999) would
probably account for a substantial part of the intergenerational transmission pro-
cess. The role of health in the process is particularly striking because parental
incomes appear to have strong impacts on child health that are not accounted for
by either the health status of the parents nor by the genetic similarity between
parents and children.

4 It is also true that we can typically statistically account for less than half of the variance of the earnings
or income using the conventional variables described above. But this fact does not explain our limited
success in accounting for the intergenerational correlation, as this correlation measures only that part
of the variation of earnings that we can explain statistically by parental economic status.

Table 2
Contribution of Environmental, Genetic and Wealth Effects to Intergenerational
Transmission

Earnings Income

Environmental 0.28 0.20
Genetic 0.12 0.09
Wealth 0.12
Intergenerational correlation 0.40 0.41

Notes: The income column and the estimated contribution of wealth are discussed below. The environ-
mental versus genetic breakdown assumes the figures in the third numerical column in Table 1.
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▶ Environmental contribution × a correlation of parents’
earnings and environment:

0.38× 0.74 ≈ 0.28

▶ Genetic: h2(1 +m)/2 = 0.442 ∗ 1.2/2 ≈ 0.12
▶ Here genetic inheritance may account for almost one-third of

intergenerational correlation!
▶ The surprising importance of both environment and genes

point to puzzle
▶ What are the mechanisms?



Human Capital
Intergenerational correlation between income and years of
education
▶ the correlation of parent income and offspring schooling (0.45)
▶ the coefficient of schooling in an earning equation (0.22)

Commonly assumed that once improving the measure of schooling
quality, the only effects of parental economic status on offspring
earnings
▶ Only through effects on cognitive functioning and schooling
▶ The direct effect of parental status on offspring earnings

should vanish

However, although the measure of school quality is improving, the
direct effect of parental earnings on offspring earnings are
remarkably robust
▶ Mulligan (1999) used NLSY data and estimate

lnys = β ln yp + ϵ
▶ He found that 2

5 or 1
2 of the gross statistical relationship of

parental and offspring earnings remains even after controlling
for other variables



Wealth Effects

▶ Inheritances of wealth matter for the top of the income
distribution

▶ Mulligan (1997) estimates the estates passing on sufficient
wealth to be subject to inheritance tax in the U.S. constituted
between 2 and 4 percent of deaths over the years 1960-1995

▶ risk preference

▶ raise the rate of return to schooling and other human
investments

▶ Charles and Hurst (2002) used PSID and find that the
correlation between parent income and child wealth is 0.24



Group Membership and Personality

Other traits are persistent across generations are also important:
race, first language, etc

▶ obesity is a predictor of low earnings for women

▶ height predicts high earnings for men

▶ Good looks predict high earnings for both men and women

Race

▶ Bjorklund et al (2002) found that in U.S., the correlation
among brother’s earnings is 0.43, falls by 0.10 when the
sample is restricted to whites

▶ This paper find that race contribute 0.07 to the
intergenerational correlation

▶ We know relative little about the workings of the
intergenerational transmission process for personality traits
relevant to economic success



Conclusion

still be the land of opportunity by some measures, but parental income and wealth
are strong predictors of the likely economic status of the next generation.

Our main objective has been to assess the extent of intergenerational
transmission and the mechanisms accounting for it. Table 3 summarizes our
best estimates of the relative importance of the main causal channels we have
been able to identify. The only entry not previously explained is the first, which
is an estimate of the correlation between parental income and child IQ multi-
plied by our estimate of the normalized effect of IQ on earnings, conditioned
on, among other things, years of schooling. The estimates for IQ, schooling and
personality in the income column are simply those in the earnings column
adjusted to take account of the effect of earnings differences on income
differences, suitably normalized as described in Bowles and Gintis (2001). Thus,
we do not take account of the way that these earnings determinants may affect
the rate of return to one’s wealth. By contrast, we assume that the race effect is
of the same magnitude in determining the returns to both human capital and
conventional wealth (if the race effect on incomes worked solely via an effect on
earnings, its contribution to the intergenerational earnings correlation would
be significantly greater).

While the estimates in Table 3 are quite imprecise, the qualitative results are
not likely to be affected by reasonable alternative methods. The results are some-
what surprising: wealth, race and schooling are important to the inheritance of
economic status, but IQ is not a major contributor, and, as we have seen above, the
genetic transmission of IQ is even less important.

A policymaker seeking to level the playing field might use these results to
design interventions that would loosen the connection between the economic
success of parents and the economic prospects of their children. But does a level
playing field entail no correlation between parental and child incomes (Swift,
forthcoming)? There are important values of family life and privacy that would be

Table 3
The Main Causal Channels of Intergenerational Status Transmission in the U.S.

Channel Earnings Income

IQ, conditioned on schooling 0.05 0.04
Schooling, conditioned on IQ 0.10 0.07
Wealth 0.12
Personality (fatalism) 0.03 0.02
Race 0.07 0.07
Total Intergenerational

Correlation Accounted For 0.25 0.32

Notes: For each channel, the entry is the correlation of parent income with the indicated predictor of
offspring income, multiplied by its normalized regression coefficient in an earnings or income equation.
The total is the intergenerational correlation resulting from these channels, in the absence of a direct
effect of parents’ status on offspring status.
Source: Calculations described in text and Bowles and Gintis (2001).
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Conclusion

▶ Wealth, race, and schooling are important to inheritance of
economic status

▶ IQ is not a major contributor

▶ Many things are still unclear
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